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DAILY MESSAGE OF SAINT JOSEPH, TRANSMITTED IN THE MARIAN CENTER OF FIGUEIRA, TO
THE VISIONARY SISTER LUCÍA DE JESÚS??

Dear companions of My Chaste Heart,

Today I ask you to not judge the attitudes of the human beings of the world, but to transform inside
of you the roots of all evil actions of humanity.

When you judge something, even though it may be an atrocity, your consciousnesses only feel that
you are separated from that evil; they feel that it does not belong to you and, thus, you lose the
opportunity of changing the human consciousness through you own transformation.

Countless times we have told you that the human heart is unique and that what happens today in the
world is the result of an evil planetary construction, that has counted not only with the cooperation
of the Middle East, but of all the human beings, that - in their small or big evil actions - collaborated
for the human heart to distance itself from God.

My Chaste Heart now comes to help you to heal humanity and this healing starts in each one of you.

Very simple and comfortable is to point out the mistakes of the nations and judge those who fight
and those who do not accept the emigrants, without realizing that neither do you accept a brother or
a sister that comes close to your lives with an inner, physical and spiritual condition that is different
from yours and that will make you change completely to be able to shelter them with love.

You must seek within yourselves what separates you from those who are different; you must seek to
heal the fear to transform yourselves in order to shelter, even if it is internally, those who do not fit
to the standards that your minds accept.

Because, in the same way that it is happening to the emigrants, many souls have been through your
lives and did not find in your hearts the love they needed in order to be sheltered and transformed
by the Presence of God.

Understand that, if you learn to truly love, you will deposit in the human consciousness a code of
love that will be able to change many events of the world.

No longer judge, do not separate yourselves from the human mistakes, as if they belonged to
others.  Recognize within yourselves what must be transformed and allow that compassion gives
you the wisdom that you need in order to not judge, but rather to make judgment become
transformation and love.

I love you and I lead you, as your Father and Instructor.

The Most Chaste Saint Joseph


